Congratulations on buying your Giant Deckchair.
Here are a few tips to prolong the good times you’ll have with your new furniture.

Maintenance
- Although the materials used are OK to be outside, keeping the chair inside or undercover when not
in use will extend its life.
-Keep the chairs out of direct sunlight to avoid the timber drying out too much and cracking.
-The frame is treated with an outdoor treatment that protects against wet rot and
burrowing insects. This treatment will fade over the course of many years and the wood will slowly
change colour as a result.
-The timber is relatively low maintenance. We recommend that you treat your timber with a water-based stain
each year to get optimum life from your product. You may also want to sand down any small splinters
that may occur.
- Regularly collapsing the chair may result in the bolts becoming loose. Check them often to see if they
are tight with a 17mm socket.
- Wood is a natural product and absorbs moisture from the surrounding air. External timbers tend to shrink
when dry and exhibit cracks. When they get wet they will expand and the cracks will close.
- Hose down the fabric regularly with fresh water and a gentle brush to help remove any surface dust or dirt.
This prevents any dirt from becoming ingrained in the weave of the fabric. For more ingrained dirt or stains
use warm water below 30 degrees centigrade and a soft soap solution ensuring you rinse it thoroughly. Always
allow it to dry naturally. Do not wash the fabric with a jet or pressure washer or use any chlorine bleach based
product. For best results we recommend re-proofing the fabric after cleaning.
- Before placing the chair into storage it should be cleaned then dried naturally to prevent mould and mildew.
Safety
- Children should always be supervised by an adult.
- We strongly suggest not exceeding the weight limit of 250kg.
- Take care not to catch hands/fingers in the hinges when folding or unfolding the chair.
- Ensure the chair is unfolded and stowed correctly with the lock in place and rests on a firm, level base
before use.
- The Giant Deckchair/Director’s Chair is a chair and not a climbing frame, slide or trampoline. It is intended
to be used whilst relaxing, use it accordingly.
- Windy conditions will increase wear on the fabric. Though precautions have been taken to reduce the fabric
rubbing on the frame we advise collapsing the chair flat to prevent tearing when it is not in use.
- Be aware that the chair can blow over when it is windy. It will hurt if it hits anything or anyone!
- We’ve made every effort to ensure our products are built to a high standard, though as there are many
variables out of our control we cannot offer any guarantee how long our products will last.
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